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Introduction 
Matroid theory has successfully been applied in the theory of generic rigidity in 
the last few years [l-3,6-8,13-15,17,18]. Skeletal structures, composed of rigid 
rods and rotatable joints, can also be considered as networks, where the concept 
of modelling and interconnection play the central role. Since in the last ten years 
quite a few problems of network theory has been solved by advanced matroidal 
tools, such an alternative approach (matroids for rigidity via network interconnec- 
tion technique) might have advantages, not only from a didactical point of view but 
for obtaining new results as well. Incidentally, electric networks are used for 
modelling various problems of static and dynamic problems since nearly a century, 
but mainly in a quantitative way. The present approach is entirely qualitative. 
In order to make the paper self-contained, we suppose no previous knowledge 
about rigidity. Hence we formulate the results as a sequence of propositions, some 
of them will turn out to be almost trivial. Propositions l-3, 8-10 and 17-19 might 
perhaps be formulated in a somewhat unusual way, yet they express some more or 
less well known ideas. On the other hand, Propositions 4-7, 11-16 and 20-24 are 
believed to be new results. 
Our terminology and notations for matroid theory is the same as in [16]. 
However, we use script letters, say &‘, both for a matroid and for its collection of 
independent sets. Hence XE.~ means that the subset X is independent in the 
matroid &, and we denote by -$I c .tiz the partial order induced by the weak map 
(i.e. the independent subsets of the matroid ~dl are independent in &z as well). 
1. The equations of a plane skeletal structure 
Let (Xi,yi) be the coordinates of the joint Pi of a plane skeletal structure 
(i= 1,2, . . . . n). A rod RO between the points Pi and Pj determines, by rigidity, an 
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equation distance (Pi,Pj)=constant, which, by differentiating its square, leads to 
(xi - xj)(& - kj) + ( yi -yj)( jli -~j) = 0. Hence, if e denotes the number of rods of the 
plane skeletal structure, a system 
Au=0 (1) 
is obtained, where u = (~?r, i2, . . . , in_,, J$, j,, . . . , j,JT and A= (a,,) is an e X 2n 
matrix with 
Xi-Xj, if the pth rod connects Pi and Pj, and v = i, 
apV= Yi -Yj9 if the ,uth rod connects Pi and Pj, and v=n +i, (2) 
0, otherwise. 
Fig. 1. 
Example 1. Let the skeletal system be a triangle, see Fig. 1. Then the above matrix is 
( 
Xl -x2 x2--1 0 Y1-Y, Y2-Yl 0 
A= x1-x3 0 x3 -x1 Y,-Y3 0 Y3-Yl . 
0 X2 -X3 x3-x2 0 Y2-Y3 Y3-Y2 > 
Since one can always translate the whole system (say, to put P, into the origin 
of the coordinate system) and then still rotate it, the dimension of the subspace of 
the admissible motions of a plane system (i.e. that of the solution space of Au = 0) 
is always at least three. Hence we call a plane skeletal system rigid if r(A) = 2n - 3. 
The graph G of the system (with vertex set V(G) and edge set E(G) corresponding 
to joints and rods, respectively, in the natural way) does certainly determine the 
symbolic form of A, like in Example 1, but does not determine r(A) which depends 
on the numerical values of the coordinates as well. A system is called generic if the 
coordinates xi, yi for i= 1,2, . . . , n are algebraically independent transcendental 
numbers over the field of the rationals. Roughly speaking, genericity means that 
nonzero numbers cannot cancel out each other in determinant expansions, hence the 
system graph determines r(A) as well. (Observe, however, that independence of the 
coordinates does not imply that of their differences. Hence r(A) is smaller than the 
term rank of A, even in the generic case.) A graph G is called stiff if the generic 
structures, isomorphic to G are rigid. 
Example 2. Fig. 2 shows four systems. Sr and S2 have the same graph, but only S2 
is generic. (The relation x1 -x2 =x3 -x4 is one of the reasons why S, is not.) 
Similarly, S3 and S4 are described by the same graph. S4 is generic, while S3 is not, 
see the relation ( y2 - y3)(x3 -x1) = ( y3 - y1)(x2 -x3). 
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Fig. 2. 
Sz and S, are rigid. The matrices A of Sr and S3 have rank less than 2n - 3 (i.e. 
less than 9 and 7 respectively), hence none of them is rigid. Let us ‘pin down’ (i.e. 
fix to the plane) the joints P, and Pz. Then Sr can still move (e.g. P3 rotates around 
PI) while S, cannot. Yet a force, attacking at P3, perpendicularly to the line P, Pz, 
gives a solution of (1). Such ‘infinitesimal’ motions (contrary to the ‘mechanical’ 
motions of St) could also arise but for non-generic systems only. 
2. Matroids associated to plane skeletal structures 
Our basic idea is to associate a matroid &‘(S) to every system S in the following 
way: The underlying set T of J/(S) is T= {X1, i2, . . . ,k,,, j,, j2, . . . , Y,} and Fc T is 
independent in Z’(S) if and only if the corresponding columns of the matrix A are 
linearly independent. 
Example 3. Let S denote the system of Example 1 and suppose that the system is 
generic. Then the bases of &d(S) are all the triples of T except {X1, ~?~,i~} and 
{ j,, j2, jj}, see the affine representation in Fig. 3, where pairs and non-collinear 
triples are independent. 
Fig.3. 
Example 4. Let S denote the system of 4 rods as shown in Fig. 4. Then the affine 
representation of the matroid .d(S) is given in Fig. 5. (This geometry is in the 
3-dimensional space, where non-coplanar four-tuples are also independent.) 
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Fig. 4. Fig. 5 
Proposition 1. Suppose that the joints Pi,, Pi,, . . . of the system S are pinned down. 
Let F={~j,,~il,...,~i,,~jz,... }. Then S has no admissible motions (i.e. the whole 
system is fixed) if and only if T-FE .d(S). 
Proof. The quantities, associated to F, are known (to be zero); the rest can be 
uniquely expressed by them if and only if the T-F columns of A are linearly in- 
dependent. The system is homogeneous, hence uniqueness means that the only solu- 
tion is the zero motion. 
The reader should verify in Fig. 5 that the system of Example 4 can be pinned 
down by P, and PJ but not by P, and P2. (In the latter case {is,&, 4’s, j4} is 
dependent, i.e. coplanar in Fig. 5.) 
Before proceeding further let us summarize some properties of .aii(S). 
Proposition 2. If G is the graph of the system S and [ V(G) 12 2, then 
r(.d(S))rmin{ JE(G)I: 2) V(G)1 -3). 
Proof. Trivial, since the matrix A of (1) has IE(G)( rows and its rank was also 
shown to be at most 2 1 V(G) 1 - 3. 
Proposition 3. The sets X= (_k, , i2, . . . } and Y = ( p,, &, . . . } are dependent in .a/(S). 
If G(S) is connected, both X and Y are circuits. 
Proof. The first statement is trivial: the sum of the X columns or that of the Y col- 
umns is the zero vector. For the second one observe that any non-zero entry of Xi 
is caused by an edge eij, hence ,$ and ~j must be in the same circuit of X. 
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3. A remark on ‘tracks’ 
One can easily imagine such systems where some of the joints are not pinned 
down but placed to horizontal or vertical tracks (i.e. they can move only in the 
prescribed direction). A straightforward modification of Proposition 1 can be ap- 
plied in this case: 
Proposition 4. Suppose that the joints Pi,, Pi,, . . . of the system S are pinned down, 
furthermore the joints Pj,, PjZ, . . . and Pk,, PkZ, . . . are on vertical and horizontal 
tracks, respectively. Let F=(~i,,~i~,...,~j,,xj~,...,4iilr~iz,...,~k,,4ik*,...}. Then S 
has no admissible motions if and only if T-FE .&I?). 
Example 5. Consider the system S of Example 1. Let us pin down the join P, and 
put the join P2 to a horizontal track, see Fig. 6. Then S is fixed since the comple- 
ment of (a,, j,, jz} is independent in -d(S) of Example 3. 
Fig. 6. 
Proposition 5. Let 9 denote the partitional matroid on T defined by FL T is in- 
dependent if and only if IF n {ii;., pi} / 5 1 for every i = 1,2, . . . , n. Then a system S 
can be fixed by tracks (without using pins at all) if and only if d(S)V J is the free 
matroid (T,2T). 
The proof is trivial, by Proposition 4 and the concept of matroid union. Observe 
that our condition can be checked by a polynomial algorithm. 
4. Some further properties of d(S) 
In case of non-generic systems, their matroid may depend on the system of coor- 
dinates. For example, if P, is the origin and P, P2 is the x axis of the coordinate 
system to describe S of Fig. 1, then .$(S) is as in Fig. 7. 
Similarly, the direction of the tracks may also be critical, as shown by 
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Example 6. Put the joints P,, P, to vertical and P, to horizontal tracks, as in Fig. 
8. If the rod PIP2 is horizontal, the system has an admissible motion 
(J’~=-Ex~,~~=E(x~-x~), 1,= -&y3, for E small). Observe that the set {~r,~y,,.23) 
is independent in Fig. 3 but not in Fig. 7. 
In order to avoid such situations, one may postulate that the system of coor- 
dinates must be in a ‘general’ position. (This is required for Proposition 5 as well.) 
This is, of course, automatically satisfied if the system itself is generic. 
Proposition 6. Let S, and S2 have the same graph. If S2 is generic, then .:/(S,) c 
.Ci(S,). 
Proposition 7. Let .4(S) and &z(S) be the matroids of a system S so that the coordi- 
nate system is in ‘general' position in the second case. Then .4(S) c &(S). 
Both propositions are illustrated by the following example: 
Example 7. Let &s be the matroid of the generic system of Fig. 9. If P,, Pz and P4 
are collinear but P3 is outside their line, the new system Se is not generic any more; 
Ld2 denotes its matroid if the system of coordinates is in general position. Let .d, 
denote the matroid of So if the y axis passes through P,, Pz and P4. Then .$r 5 
.c/~c.c/~, see Fig. 10. (The last drawing of Fig. 10 contains two disjoint planes - we 
are:n the 4-dimensional space!) 
Fig. 8. Fig. 9. 
A.2 c 
Fig. 10. 
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5. The master matroid for rigidity 
Let %/k,n denote the rank k uniform matroid on the n-element set. We define a 
matroid fn (for nr2) on the 2n-element set T= {iI, &, . . . , X,, yl, y2, . . . , jln} so 
that X and Y (see Proposition 3) are circuits, and any subset FL T is independent 
in Y,, if and only if XgF and YPF and IFJs2n-3. Of course, Y,c @2n_3,zn. 
The affine representation of Y 3 and Y 4 are given in Fig. 3 and in the right hanc’ 
side of Fig. 10, respectively. 
Proposition 8. If S is an arbitrary system with n joints, then c/(S) c fn, 
Proof. A trivial combination of Propositions 2 and 3. 
Proposition 9. If S is a non-rigid system with n joints, then .d(S)# Yn. 
Proof. Trivial, since r(A) <2n - 3 holds for the matrix A of (l), independently of 
the applied system of coordinates. 
In fact we have thus proved somewhat more, namely the second part of the 
following statement as well: 
Proposition 10. Let S be an arbitrary system with n joints. If S is rigid then 
r(.d(S)) = 2n - 3. If S is not rigid, then r(.d(S)) < 2n - 3. 
Proof. Only the first half is still to be proved. So let S be a rigid (not necessarily 
generic) system with Pi, Pz two adjacent joints. Pin down P, and put P2 to a track. 
If the rod P, Pz happens to be perpendicular to this track, then put P2 to the track 
of the other direction, i.e. to the track, parallel to P, P2. Then, by the rigidity of 
S, everything is fixed. Hence, by Proposition 1, we obtained a (2n - 3)-element set 
which is independent in .rJ(S). 
One might expect that rigidity implies Z/(S) = Y n. However, Example 6 (cf. Fig. 
7) shows that this cannot be true for arbitrary system of coordinates; see Proposi- 
tion 7 as well. However, we prove 
Proposition 11. If S is a generic rigid system with n joints, then x/(S) = I ,,. 
Proof. Let FcT be a subset so that /F(=2n-3 and X-F+0 and Y-F+0. We 
may suppose, without loss of generality, that T-F= {&, _Q;, jk} with j#k. Put the 
joints PJ and Pk to horizontal tracks. By the genericity we know that P/P, is not 
vertical. Hence the only admissible motion of S is a horizontal translation. 
However, a vertical track for the joint P, (if i#j and i# k), or a pin at the joint P, 
(if i = j or i = k) blocks this motion as well. Hence, by Proposition 4, FE .d(S), as 
requested. Since the relation .ti(S) c ?, is trivial, see Proposition 8, the assertion 
follows. 
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6. Interconnection of plane skeletal structures 
In network theory, networks are defined as the interconnections of devices or 
simpler subnetworks. If matroids are associated to the devices then, under some 
genericity-type assumptions, one can construct for them the matroid of the intercon- 
nected network as well, see e.g. the Interconnection lemma of [l I]. The same 
philosophy applies to our present problems as well. 
If V, and V, denote the set of joints of the systems St and Sz, respectively, then 
their interconnection at certain joints means that these joints are simply identified. 
Hence we shall suppose that I’= I’,tl V, is non-empty and that there exist such 
geometrical arrangements of S, and S2 where the distances among the members of 
1/ are pairwise identical in the two systems. The resulting system will be denoted by 
s, + sz. 
Proposition 12. d(S, + S,) C r/(S,)V r/(S,). 
Proposition 13. If S1 -t Sz is rigid, and n = / V, U V, 1, then r(.d(SI)V.d(S2)) L 2n - 3. 
Proof. Observe that if Ai is the matrix of (1) for Si then, after adding some zero 
columns to them, (ii) is the one for S, + S2. This immediately implies the first 
assertion, while the second follows then by Proposition 10. 
Example 8. The matroid .Y(Rij) of a system consisting of a single rod Rij is cer- 
tainly ti,,4. Then the interconnection of the three rods R,,, RI3 and R,, leads to Ex- 
ample 1. Here .-J(S,)v.~(S,)v._j(S,)= ti3.6 with rank 2n- 3 =3. 
This assertion can slightly be extended as follows: 
Proposition 14. Suppose that S, + S, is pinned down at the joints P,, , Pi,, . . . , fur- 
thermore the joints Pj,, Pjzy . . . and Pk,, Pk,, . . . are on vertical and on horizontal 
tracks respectively. Let F= {ii,, X;,, . . . , ~j,jlr~,~, . . . , $,,, $iz, . . . , y,,, _9k2, . .. }. Then a 
necessary condition for S, +S, to have no admissible motions is 
T-FE .&S,)v.~(S,). 
Proof. The condition T-FE .z’(S1 + Sz) is necessary and sufficient, see Proposition 
4. Hence the necessity of the present condition follows from Proposition 12. 
Example 9. Let us pin down the joints P,, P2 of Example 4. Then F= {a,, &, p3, j4} 
is dependent in VCr,J)EE., -i(RV). This can be seen by observing that the rank of F is 
zero in .oi(R12) and one in the other summands, hence 1 F / > 1 + 1 + 1 + 0 2 rv :,(F). 
This example shows that Propositions 13,14 can sometimes detect non-rigidity. 
However, these necessary conditions are certainly not sufficient, as shown by the 
following, rather artificial example. 
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Example 10. Consider the system Si of Example 4 again. Let S2 consist of a further 
single rod Rj4 and ‘interconnect’ Si and S, (i.e. double the edge P3P4). Of course, 
Si + S, will not be rigid, but T-F will be independent in .d(s,)V.d(&). 
7. Sufficient conditions for rigidity 
Following the analogy with network theory, Propositions 13,14 correspond to the 
necessary conditions in [5,9]. The very similar technique of [lo, 121 gave additional 
conditions to make these ones sufficient. Finally we present such type of results, but 
only for very simple cases. 
Proposition 15. Let S, and S, be two systems to be interconnected. Let S, be non- 
rigid and let S, consist of a single rod RI2 between the joints P, and P2. Suppose 
that the distance between P, and P2 can vary in S,. Then the necessary condition 
r(.a/(S,)v d(SZ))?2n - 3 of Proposition 13 for the rigidity of SI + S, is also 
sufficient. 
Proposition 16. Let S, consist of two rods R 12 and RI3 between the joints P, and 
P2 (P, and P3, respectively). Suppose that the distance between P, and P2 can vary 
in S,, and that pinning down P, and P2 in S, the distance of P, and Pj can still 
vary. Then the necessary condition of Proposition 13 for the rigidity of S, + S, is 
also sufficient. 
Proofs. Choose the system of coordinates so that P, is the origin and the y-axis 
passes through P2. In both propositions, Eq. (1) for Si has a solution satisfying 
A!~ =ji =il =O; _J$#O. In Proposition 16 there exists a further solution satisfying 
X, =ji ==il =$, =O; so that none of X;3 and J$ vanishes. These solutions and the 
three obvious ones (generating the translations and the rotations of the plane) span 
a 4- (5)dimensional subspace of the solution space in Proposition 15 (16, resp.). 
Hence r(.d(S,)) 5 2n - 4 (r2n - 5, resp.). 
But these relations must hold with equality, since r(.y’(S,)) = 1 (=2, resp.) and 
r(.d(S,)V.d(S,))r 2n - 3, by the condition. Since the rod(-s) of S, prohibit(-s) the 
above special motion(-s) after the interconnection, the solution space of (1) for 
S, + S, is only 3-dimensional, which proves the assertion by Proposition 10. 
8. The 3-dimensional case 
The definitions and propositions of Sections I,2 can be generalized to the 
3-dimensional case in a straightforward way. The matrix A of a 3-dimensional 
system with n joints and e rods is of size e x 3n with 
aflV = 
v = i, 
if the ,&h rod connects Pi and Pi, and v=n+i, 
v=2n+i. 
otherwise. (2a) 
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Proposition 17. Suppose that the joints Pi,, P,,, . . . of the system S are pinned 
down. Let F= {J?;~, ii2iz) . ., ) pi,, y;z, . . . , ii,, iiz, . . . }. Then S has no admissible motions 
if and only if T-FE .nJ(S). 
Proposition 18. Zf G is the graph of system S with / V(G)1 2 3, then 
r(.ti(S))zzmin{ IE(G)l: 31 V(G)1 -6). 
Proposition 19. The sets X={a,,k2 ,... }, Y={l’l,?2,...} and Z={il,& ,... } are 
dependent in .d(S). Zf G(S) is connected, they are circuits. 
The definition of rigidity modifies to r(A) = 3n - 6 while that of genericity is the 
same. 
Example 11. Consider the system S of Fig. 1 in the 3-dimensional space. Then X/(S) 
is visualized in Fig. 11. 
Fig. 11. 
The first significant difference between 2- and 3-dimensional skeletal structures 
is the following. If all the quantities, i.e. Xi, j, and ii are prescribed, we call joint 
Pi to be fixed (or to be pinned down). But a ‘track’ means that two of these quan- 
tities are prescribed, while in the case if only one quantity, say kj is given, we say 
that joint Pi is on a ‘wall’. 
Now we could formulate the analogue of Proposition 4 but we rather illustrate 
its content only, to avoid complicated notations. 
Example 12. The system S of Fig. 1 can be fixed if one pins down the join P,, put 
P, into a track and P, against a wall. Accordingly, put F= {a, ,j,, i,, i2, j2, i,} 
and observe that T-FE x/(S), see Fig. 11. On the other hand, fixing PI and 
P, cannot avoid a rotation around the axis PIP2, hence the complement of 
{_~!,,j~, ir,i*, _$,, i2} is dependent. 
Proposition 20. Let i, j be arbitrary, i#j, and put F= {,$, ji, ii, ij, j;, ~j~. Then 
T-Fe .3/(S) for an arbitary 3-dimensional skeletal system S. 
Proof. It is only a reformulation of the last sentence of Example 12. 
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Let X={.-?i,~~ ,... }, Y={jl,,p, ,... } and Z={il,i2 ,... }, as in Proposition 19. 
For k = 1,2 define the matroids gAk, 3 on the set T=XU YUZ so that FC T is in- 
dependent in gk,s if and only if 1 Tfl (pi;., pi, ii} 1 5 k for every i = 1,2, . . . , n holds. 
(Roughly speaking, gk,s is the direct sum of uniform matroids of form Ofik,s.) Now 
the analogue of Proposition 5 can be stated as follows. 
Proposition 21. A system S can be fixed only by walls (but without pins or tracks) 
if and only z~.NJ(S)V~B,,~=(T,~~). 
Proposition 22. A system S can be fixed only tracks and walls (but without pins) 
ifand only z~.w’(S)V~,,.~=(T,~~). 
The proofs are again obvious, by the generalized version of Proposition 19, by 
the definition of g,,, and by that of matroid union. The following corollary of 
Proposition 21 might be of some interest: 
Proposition 23. If a 3-dimensional system S consists of less than six joints, then it 
cannot be fixed by walls only. 
Proof. r(.z/(S)) I 3n - 6 and r(.91,,) = n imply that unless 3n - 6 + n 2 3n, the condi- 
tion of Proposition 21 cannot be met. 
Needless to say, uniform matroids @l,j, ti2,3 and ‘//s,s can be combined into a 
single matroid .7 to formulate a generalization of Propositions 21 and 22, if certain 
joints may be even fixed, some others be put to tracks or walls only, still others only 
to walls. Even ‘/o,3 (i.e. triples of loops) can be applied if certain joints must not 
be touched at all. In order to avoid lengthy propositions, we leave the details to the 
reader. 
Now we introduce the 3-dimensional Master Matroid 1, (n 2 3) for rigidity con- 
siderations. y!“I, is defined on the 3n-element set T=XU YUZ; and Fc T is in- 
dependent if and only if the following three sets of conditions are met: 
(i) (~J53n-6. 
(ii) XSEF, YgF, Z9F. 
(iii) F is not of the form T- {ii, jli, ii, J?~, -3,, jj} for any pair i, j of different 
subscripts. 
(See Fig. 11 for n = 3.) 
The analogue of Section 5 is now summarized as follows: 
Proposition 24. Let S be an arbitrary 3-dimensional system with n joints. Then 
.d(S) c Wn. S is rigid if and only if r(.$(S)) = 3n - 6. If S is generic rigid, then 
.d(S) = w,. 
These results, as well as those, analogous to Propositions 12-16, can be obtained 
in the same way, mutatis mutandis. 
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